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constructivist approach are as follows.

ndependent of them. The answers to the paradigm^defining questions for the

emphasizes that research is a product of the values of researchers and cannot be

point of view of those who live it (Schwandt, 2000). The constructivist paradigm

should attempt to understand the complex world of lived experience from the

broke school rules, and generally negated the image of his "babyish" label.
expected to do. He responded directly and forcefully by yelling at his antagonists,
would do and doing something that no one with his reputation would be
ful in changing his image during eighth grade by surpassing what his peers
ever, tne changes they made were largely ineffective. Only one boy was success^

Discussion: The boys changed their behaviors in response to the rejection; how

:  cheating, lying, swearing).
;  intentionally choosing not to act "babyish" by breaking adult ^chool) rules [e.g.,

drawing, daydreaming), to denying friendship ^ith other rejected students, to

or ^pit at. The boys' response^ ranged from trying to become "invisible" (with

boys experienced harassment in the forms of teasing, ridicule, or being tripned
Results: Each of the four bovs' responses was detailed in the iourna| article. The

relationships with ^iends, peers, teachers, and family.
:  account of the students' experiences handling the transitions in domains such as

interviews), and the Questions were modified each time to provide a running
same individuals were interviewed many times (resulting in a^proximately 630
interviews were open-ended and iasied about 40 minutes for each student. The
later transcribed, as were the tape-recorded interviews with the students. The
halls, and other school settings. Their obse^vations were tape-recorded and
class per semester, and spent time observing students in the cafeteria, library,
training in ethnography before school started. The ethnographers taught one
Instruments and Procedures: Three teachers were qiven 3 months of intensive

"rejected" students, as well as to collect data from the broader school community.

conduct interviews with 160 students (male = 77; female = 83) to identify the 4
examples of rejected students were the focus of this study. The researchers did
Participants: Four boys who were frequently mentioned by their peers as being

eighth grades.
ine the responses to peer rejection of junior high school boys during seventh and

Method: In this longitudinal study, an ethnographic approach was used to exam

whether to change?

rejection and how did their evaluation of those reasons guide their decisions
construe their rejection^ What did they understand to be the reasons for their

]   those changes in altering their rejected status? How did the rejected students
R^search Questions: What chanaes did the bovs make and how effective were

'• adolescent boys to rejection.

"'on the causes of rejection. Merten's (1996) study focused on the responses of
•- R^^^arch Problem: Previous research on adolescent rejection has focused
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